Measurement of fecal bile acid excretion in gnotobiotic rats: comparison of gas-liquid chromatography and [4(-14C)] cholesterol isotopic equilibrium.
Gas-liquid chromatography (G.L.C.) and the method of [4(-14C)] cholesterol isotopic equilibrium (C.I.E.) were used to determine the fecal bile acid excretion in gnotobiotic rats. The same samples were submitted to both methods. In these conditions, it was observed that the fecal bile acid excretions determined by G.L.C. were 38% of lower than when determined by C.I.E. In thin-layer chromatographic analyses (T.L.C.) of the bile acid extracts obtained from rats in which a [4(-14C)] cholesterol isotopic equilibrium was established, 33 to 35% of the radioactivity of this fraction was not observed in the rat primary bile acids. No bile acids could be observed in G.L.C. made with eluates obtained from the T.L.C. areas containing this radioactivity. It therefore appears that the difference observed in the results obtained by G.L.C. and C.I.E. is due to the fact that chemical species which are not measured by the former method can be determined by the latter one. T.L.C. analyses of bile acid extracts from axenic rats in which either a [26(-14C)] cholesterol or a [2,4(-3H)] cholic acid and [24(-14C)] chenodeoxycholic acid equilibrium were established, lead to the conclusion that the chemical composition of these undetermined substances is complex: part of these substances comes from the transformation of bile acids; another part is made of molecules which maintain the 26(-14C) of cholesterol.